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Abstract
Lattice results, kinematical constraints and QCD dispersion relations are combined for the first time to
derive model-independent bounds for QCD form factors and corresponding rates. To take into account the
error bars on the lattice results we develop a general formalism which ascribes well-defined statistical properties
to these bounds. We concentrate on B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays because of the relative simplicity of the analytical
behavior of the relevant polarization functions and because of their immediate phenomenological relevance. To
determine the range of applicability of the dispersive matching required to obtain the bounds, we have evaluated
the leading perturbative and non-perturbative QCD corrections to the relevant polarization functions. Despite
the lattice results’ large error bars and limited kinematical range, the bounds we obtain appear to favor certain
parametrizations for the form factors over others. The bounds also enable the determination of |Vub| from the
total experimental rate with a theoretical error ranging from 27% to 37%, depending on the assumptions made.
The techniques developed here are, in fact, quite general and are not limited to use with lattice results nor to
semileptonic B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays.
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1 Introduction
The CLEO Collaboration has very recently reported preliminary measurements of the total rates for semileptonic
B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ and B¯0 → ρ+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays [1]. 2 The study of these rates is important, for it will eventually lead
to accurate determinations of the magnitude of the poorly known Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
element Vub.
3 Such determinations, however, require precise calculations of the relevant form factors which
are non-perturbative QCD functions of q2, where q is the four-momentum transferred to the leptons. These
calculations are difficult because they involve understanding the underlying QCD dynamics over a large range
of momentum transfers from q2 = q2max = (mB −mπ(ρ))2 = 26.4GeV2(20.3GeV2), where the final state hadron
is at rest in the frame of the B meson, to q2 ≃ 0, where it recoils very strongly.
There exist several quark model determinations of these form factors. The authors of Ref. [3] (ISGW)
determine these form factors around q2max in a non-relativistic model and extrapolate them in a somewhat ad
hoc manner to the fully relativistic region around q2 = 0. The WSB model [4] is a first attempt at a relativistic,
quark-model treatment of these decays, but only determines the form factors at q2 = 0 and extends them to
arbitrary q2 by assuming pole behavior. The authors of Ref. [5] follow the WSB method but use pole or dipole
behavior according to the power-counting rules of QCD. Since these rules do not modify the WSB results for
B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays, we shall not consider the results of Ref. [5] any further. The authors of Ref. [6] also obtain
the relevant form factors at q2 = 0, in a light-front quark model. In Ref. [7] these form factors are calculated in
the ISGW2 model which is a version of the ISGW model that is more consistent with Heavy Quark Symmetry
(HQS) constraints, more consistent with relativity and better behaved at large recoils. None of these quark
model calculations, however, determines the full dynamics of the decay process. Only very recently have light-
front quark models begun to be used to determine the q2-dependence of B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decay form factors over a
large range of q2 [8, 9].
The form factors relevant to B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays have also been calculated using QCD sumrules. Most of these
calculations determine the form factors at one or two values of q2 and assume a q2-dependence to obtain the
form factors at arbitrary q2 [10]-[13]. In Ref. [13], though, this q2-depedence is calculated to leading order in
1/mb and in Refs. [14] and [15] over a relatively large range of q
2 from 0 to about 15 − 20GeV2. The authors
of Ref. [15] even suggest, in Ref. [16], that their result for the form factor f+(q2), which dominates the rate for
B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays, could be extended to q2max by matching it to a B∗ dominance model whose normalization is
fixed with the same sumrule. However, agreement between the various sumrule results is not very good.
It is interesting to note that HQS, which is so useful for the study of semileptonic B¯ → D(∗) decays, where
it provides a normalization condition at zero recoil and applies to the full, physical, kinematical range, is in
principle valid for heavy → light quark decays only around q2 = q2max and provides no normalization. One can
nevertheless investigate the possibility of using HQS to relate B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays to D → πℓν¯ℓ decays, to obtain
model-independent information about the former [18]-[22]. This approach is taken one step further in Ref. [23]
where the structure of the order 1/mb corrections to the HQS limit description of B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays is explored.
Attempts have also been made to account for the short distance effects which become important at large
recoils by factorizing B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays into a hard perturbative part and a soft non-perturbative part, but it is
unclear whether the b quark is massive enough for this factorization to work [24].
On the lattice one is limited by cutoff effects. Present day lattices have inverse lattice spacings of the order
of 3 GeV which means that B mesons cannot be simulated directly. One way of preceeding is to perform the
calculation for heavy quarks with masses around that of the charm and extrapolate the results to mb using
2Here and in the following, ℓ stands for the e and the µ but not the τ .
3The Particle Data Group reports 0.002 ≤ |Vub| ≤ 0.005 [2]
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heavy-quark scaling laws. One can also try to circumvent this problem altogether by working with discrectized
versions of effective theories such as Non-Relativistic QCD (NRQCD) or Heavy-Quark Effective Theory (HQET)
in which the mass of the heavy quark is factored out of the dynamics. But even then the momentum of the final
state hadron in semileptonic B¯ → π and B¯ → ρ decays is large compared to the cutoff in much of phase space
and, furthermore, these theories are only applicable around q2max. Thus, either approach will typically yield
form factors close to q2max and one must perform extrapolations over a large range of q
2 to reach small values
of q2 which contribute significantly to the total rates. The problem is even more accute for B¯ → K∗γ decays
where one again obtains form factors close to q2max, q being the photon momentum, while one needs them at
the on-shell point q2 = 0. The results of all these extrapolations will depend very strongly on the assumptions
made about the q2-dependence of the form factors. Assuming nearest pole dominance, ELC [25] and APE [26]
have actually calculated the rate for B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays from the determination of the relevant form factor at
a single q2 ∼ 18 − 20GeV2. However, their calculations provide no information concerning the q2-dependence
of the form factor and therefore have large theoretical uncertainties.
An important step in constraining the q2-dependence of form factors in semileptonic heavy → light quark
decays was taken by the UKQCD Collaboration (D. R. Burford et al.) in Ref. [27] who use lattice results for the
form factors for semileptonic B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ and B¯ → K∗γ decays around q2max, kinematical constraints at q2 = 0
and heavy-quark scaling laws to select amongst different possible functional forms. Though certain forms appear
to be favored in their analysis of semileptonic B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays, the situation is less clear for B¯ → K∗γ decays.
Furthermore, in the case of semileptonic B¯ → ρℓν¯ℓ decays, there are no kinematical constraints at q2 = 0 for
the form factors that dominate the rate and their analysis is not possible for these form factors.
In light of all these limitations and discrepancies, a fully model-independent QCD determination of the q2-
dependence of the form factors for semileptonic heavy → light decays is very important. To this end we combine,
in the present paper, QCD dispersion relations with the lattice results of the UKQCD Collaboration [27] and with
a kinematical constraint and derive model-independent bounds on the form factors relevant for B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ
decays. The application to semileptonic B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays of the dispersive constraint techniques developed
in Ref. [29] for semileptonic kaon decays was initiated very recently by C. G. Boyd et al. in Ref. [30]4. Our
analysis extends theirs in many ways. The most notable difference is that we use lattice results instead of model
results to constrain the bounds, thereby obtaining model-independent bounds which can be used to test the
consistency of experimental results or other theoretical predictions with QCD itself. 5 The difficulty here is
that one must develop a formalism to take into account the errors on the lattice results.
We also improve on the results of Ref. [30] by obtaining bounds for the two form factors required to describe
B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays–not only the dominant one–which enables us to make use of a kinematical constraint to
constrain the form factors even further. This again requires a generalization of the bounding techniques of
Ref. [29].
Moreover, we decompose the required polarization function according to a more physical helicity basis. This
again enables us to improve on the bounds of Ref. [30]. And unlike the analysis of Ref. [30], ours does not
require knowledge of the B∗Bπ coupling, gB∗Bπ . We in fact use our results to put bounds on this coupling. The
only physical parameters needed in our approach, then, are particle masses and the leptonic B∗ decay constant,
fB∗ , also available from the lattice [34].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide some general background,
discuss the requirements of HQS and describe the different parametrizations which we later compare with our
4Dispersive bound techniques have also recently been applied to semileptonic B¯ → D(∗)ℓν¯ [31, 32] and Λb → Λcℓν¯ [33] decays.
5The use lattice results is briefly suggested in the conclusions of Ref. [30].
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bounds. In Section 3 we describe in some detail the methods we use to obtain dispersive bounds on the form
factors. In Section 4 we develop a formalism for taking into account kinematical constraints. As a by-product,
this formalism enables one to constrain bounds on a form factor with the knowledge that it must lie within
an interval of values at one or more values of q2. In Section 5 we develop a formalism for taking into account
uncertainties in results used to constrain the bounds and obtain a probability which enables us to define bounds
with unambiguous statistical properties. In Section 6 we combine all of the techniques of the previous sections
with the lattice results of Ref. [27] to obtain lattice constrained bounds for f0(q2) and f+(q2). In Section 7
we compare these bounds to various parametrizations for the form factors. In Section 8 we derive bounds and
results for the B∗Bπ coupling. In Section 9 we derive bounds for the total rate for B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays and
compare them to predictions of other authors. We also compare some of these other authors’ predictions for
f+(q2) with our bounds on this form factor. In Section 10 we summarize our main results and discuss how they
can be improved.
In Appendix A, we give explicit expressions for the bounds and derive useful results. These can easily be
used, in conjunction with the other results in this paper, to obtain model-independent bounds on form factors
over all of phase space from results obtained by any means in a limited kinematical regime. In Appendix B we
investigate the range of validity of the QCD calculation required to obtain the bounds. We find, for instance, that
the choice of Q2 = −q2 made in Ref. [30], where q is the momentum flowing through the polarization function
used to obtain the bounds, leads to uncomfortably large perturbative and non-perturbative corrections. Finally,
in Appendix C we present some of the parameters of the lattice calculation and discuss systematic errors at
length, including large errors added to cover possible violations of flavor symmetry in the light, active and
spectator quarks. In phenomenological applications and in situations where systematic errors dominate over
statistical errors–as they do here–we suggest that they be taken into account earlier than they usually are in
the analysis of the lattice results, when one controls them better. Though one may loose some information in
doing so, this approach can also save one from drawing misleading conclusions. Indeed, information about the
q2-dependence of the form factors f+(q2) and f0(q2) may be lost if some of the systematic errors taken into
account, before fitting the form factors to different functional forms, are independent of q2. 6 However, since
the relative proportions of q2-independent and q2-dependent systematic errors are not known, we believe that
it is safer to take into account all errors from the beginning.
2 General Background
To describe semileptonic B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays one must evaluate the matrix element
〈π+(p′)|V µ|B¯0(p)〉 =
(
p+ p′ − qm
2
B −m2π
q2
)µ
f+(q2) + qµ
m2B −m2π
q2
f0(q2) , (1)
where V µ=u¯γµb and q = p− p′. Here q2 runs from m2lepton≃0 to q2max=(mB −mπ)2. f+ and f0 correspond to
the exchange of 1− and 0+ particles, respectively, and must satisfy the kinematical constraint at q2=0,
f+(0) = f0(0) . (2)
For q2 ≃ q2max, where HQS holds, there are additional constraints. One can easily show that HQS implies the
following scaling of the form factors with mB at fixed ω = (m
2
B +m
2
π − q2)/(2mBmπ):
f0(q2≃q2max) = A0(ω)
√
1
mB
(
1 +O
(
ΛQCD
mB
))
(3)
6I would like to thank J. Nieves for drawing my attention to this point.
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and
f+(q2≃q2max) = A+(ω)
√
mB
(
1 +O
(
ΛQCD
mB
))
, (4)
where A0(ω) and A+(ω) are independent of mB .
Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) obviously limit the relative functional forms of the two form factors. If we write
f0(q2) = g(q2) f+(q2) (5)
then Eq. (2) implies (as long as f+(0) 6= 0)
g(0) = 1 (6)
and the heavy-quark scaling relations of Eqs. (3) and (4) imply the following scaling relation for g:
g(q2≃q2max) =
1
mB
A0(ω)
A+(ω)
(
1 +O
(
ΛQCD
mB
))
. (7)
Thus, in choosing parametrizations for f+ and f0 to compare with our bounds we must ensure that the
corresponding functions g(q2) satisfy Eq. (6) and scale like 1/mB as required by Eq. (7). One set of parametriza-
tions that is consistent with these requirements, that is simple and physically motivated by pole dominance
ideas, is [27]
f0(q2) = f/(1− q2/m2o)n and f+(q2) = f/(1− q2/m2+)(n+1) , (8)
where n is fixed and f = f0(0) = f+(0). f , m+ and mo are the parameters to be determined by a simultaneous
fit to lattice results for f+(q2) and f0(q2). For the scaling relation of Eq. (7) to be obeyed, m+ and mo must
both be equal to mB up to O (ΛQCD/mB) corrections. Moreover, because f0(q2) depends very weakly on q2
in the range covered by the lattice results we need only consider the cases n=0 and n=1 which we shall call
“constant/pole” and “pole/dipole” fits, respectively.
We will also compare our bounds on f+ with the vector dominance form
f+(q2) =
f+(0)
1− q2/m2B∗
, (9)
which should be an accurate description of the form factor close to zero recoil since the B∗ pole is so near
(mB∗ = 5.32GeV [2]). Grinstein and Mende [35] argue, in fact, that this behavior is likely to persist over the
full kinematical range, having first shown that it does in a combined heavy-quark, chiral and large Nc limit.
That this behavior approximately persists is confirmed by Ball [14] who actually calculates the q2-dependence
of f+ using three-point function sumrules and also by Belyaev et al. [15] who obtain this dependence with two-
point function light-cone sumrules. In both these calculations, however, the mass of the pole is slighly smaller
than mB∗ . To find a q
2-dependence for f0(q2) which is consistent with the q2-dependence of Eq. (9) for f+(q2)
we note that in the heavy quark limit f−(q2) = −f+(q2), where q2 f−(q2) = (m2B −m2π) (f0(q2)− f+(q2)).
This suggests that with f+(q2) parametrized by Eq. (9), f0(q2) may be well described by
f0(q2) = (1− q2/m21)
f+(0)
1− q2/m22
, (10)
wherem1 andm2 are masses on the order ofmB. Note that Eqs. (9) and (10) are consistent with the kinematical
and heavy-quark scaling constraints of Eqs. (2) and (7). In what follows we refer to the combined fit of f+(q2)
and f0(q2) to the forms of Eqs. (9) and (10) as the “fixed-pole” fit.
Finally, we will consider fits to Eqs. (9) and (10) for different values of “mB∗” to determine the range of
pole masses allowed by our bounds.
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3 Dispersive Bounds
The bounds on f+(q2) and f0(q2) are derived from the two-point function
Πµν(q) = i
∫
d4x eiq·x〈0|T (V µ(x)V ν†(0)) |0〉
= −(gµνq2 − qµqν)ΠT (q2) + qµqν ΠL(q2) , (11)
with V µ = u¯γµb and where ΠT (L)(q
2) corresponds to the propagation of a JP = 1− (0+) particle. In the deep
euclidean region, i.e. q2 = −Q2 with Q2 ≫ ΛQCD, this two-point function can reliably be evaluated with
perturbative QCD. The extent to which the condition Q2 ≫ ΛQCD can be relaxed is investigated in Appendix
B. The idea, then, is to use dispersion relations to relate this two-point function to the matrix element of
Eq. (1). As long as the indices in Πµν(q) are treated symmetrically the absorptive part, which is obtained
by inserting a complete set of hadronic states between the two factors of the vector current, will be a sum of
positive terms. Thus, the QCD result for this two point function is an upper bound on the contribution from
the Bπ intermediate state. This bound enables us to constrain f+(q2) and f0(q2).
Let us explore how this works in more detail. The polarization functions ΠT,L(q
2) have a branch point
at q2 = (mB + mπ)
2 which marks the Bπ threshold. Below this threshold only one pole, corresponding to
the B∗ vector meson, is present. Because of its quantum numbers this pole contributes to ΠT (q
2) but not to
ΠL(q
2). Thus, the spectral functions ImΠT,L(q
2), which represent the absorptive parts of ΠT,L(q
2) and which
are defined by
−(gµνq2 − qµqν) ImΠT (q2) + qµqν ImΠL(q2)
=
1
2
∑
Γ
(2π)4δ(4) (q − pΓ) 〈0|V µ|Γ〉〈Γ|V ν†|0〉 , (12)
where the summation extends over all hadron states with the correct quantum numbers, are given by
ImΠL(t) ≥ 3
2
× t+t−
16π
√
(t− t+)(t− t−) |f
0(t)|2
t3
θ(t− t+) (13)
and
ImΠT (t) ≥ π
(
mB∗
fB∗
)2
δ
(
t−m2B∗
)
+
3
2
× 1
48π
[(t− t+)(t− t−)]3/2
t3
|f+(t)|2 θ(t− t+) , (14)
where t = q2 and t± = (mB ±mπ)2. In Eqs. (13) and (14) we have limited ourselves to the contribution of the
B∗ state with
〈0|V µ|B∗(r, p)〉 = m
2
B∗
fB∗
ǫµr (15)
and to the contributions of intermediate Bπ pairs. These latter contributions appear with an overall factor of
3/2 because the two states |B¯0π−〉 and |B−π0〉 contribute in a ratio of 2 to 1 to the spectral functions in the
limit of exact isospin symmetry. The inclusion of other states would lead to stronger bounds on f+(q2) and
f0(q2) but would require one to make assumptions concerning the size of their contributions to the spectral
functions.
Now, in QCD the polarization functions ΠT,L(q
2) satisfy the following dispersion relations (q2 = −Q2):
χL(Q
2) =
(
− ∂
∂Q2
)(−Q2ΠL(Q2)) = 1
π
∫ ∞
0
dt
t ImΠL(t)
(t+Q2)
2 , (16)
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and
χT (Q
2) =
1
2
(
− ∂
∂Q2
)2 (−Q2ΠT (Q2)) = 1
π
∫ ∞
0
dt
t ImΠT (t)
(t+Q2)
3 . (17)
So, combining Eqs. (16) and (17) with Eqs. (13) and (14), we find
χL(Q
2) ≥ 1
π
∫ ∞
t+
dt k0L(t, Q
2)|f0(t)|2 (18)
and
χT (Q
2) ≥
(
m2B∗
fB∗
)2
1
[m2B∗ +Q
2]
3 +
1
π
∫ ∞
t+
dt k+T (t, Q
2)|f+(t)|2 , (19)
where k0L(t) and k
+
T (t) can be obtained easily.
To obtain the bounds, we proceed along the lines of Ref. [29]. Both Eqs. (18) and (19) give us an upper
bound on the weighted integral from t = t+ to ∞ of the squared magnitude of a form factor. Generically, we
have
J(Q2) ≥ 1
π
∫ ∞
t+
dt k(t, Q2)|f(t)|2 . (20)
To translate this information into a bound on the form factor f(t) for t in the range [0, t−], we map the complex
t-plane into the unit disc with the following conformal transformation:
1 + z
1− z =
√
t+ − t
t+ − t− . (21)
Then, the integral around the cut in Eq. (20) becomes an integral around the unit circle and the physical
region for semileptonic B¯ → πℓν¯ℓ decays (i.e. t : 0 → t−) is mapped onto the segment of the real line
z : (1 > zo > 0)→ 0, where zo = z(t=0). Thus, Eq. (20) becomes
J(Q2) ≥
∫
|z|=1
dz
2πi z
|φ(z,Q2) f(z)|2 , (22)
where we have used the fact that k(t, Q2) is a positive definite quantity. Here and in what follows we use the
freedom we have in defining φ(z,Q2) to make it real and positive.
Then we define an inner product on the unit circle via
〈g|h〉 =
∫
|z|=1
dz
2πi z
g¯(z)h(z) (23)
so that the inequality of Eq. (20) can be written
J(Q2) ≥ 〈φf |φf〉 . (24)
The value of the form factor at any point z(t) within the unit circle can be obtained by considering the inner
product of |φf〉 with the state |gt〉 such that
gt(z) =
1
1− z¯(t)z . (25)
If f(t) has no poles below the cut, then Cauchy’s theorem yields
〈gt|φf〉 = φ
(
z(t), Q2
)
f (z(t)) . (26)
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Now, because of the positivity of the inner product, we know that
det
(
〈φf |φf〉 〈φf |gt〉
〈gt|φf〉 〈gt|gt〉
)
≥ 0 . (27)
One can easily show that this condition on the determinant, together with Eq. (24), implies
|f(t)|2 ≤ J(Q2) 1
1 − |z(t)|2
1
|φ (z(t), Q2)|2 , (28)
which is the bound we are after. The beauty of the method of Ref. [29] is that it enables one to incorporate
information about the form factor f(t) to make the bounds more constraining. Suppose, for example, that we
know the value of f(t) at a discrete set of points ti, i = 1 · · ·N . Then, as above, the positivity of the inner
product guarantees that the determinant of the (N + 2)× (N + 2) matrix
M(f(t), ~f) =


〈φf |φf〉 〈φf |gt〉 〈φf |gt1〉 · · · 〈φf |gtN 〉
〈gt|φf〉 〈gt|gt〉 〈gt|gt1〉 · · · 〈gt|gtN 〉
〈gt1 |φf〉 〈gt1 |gt〉 〈gt1 |gt1〉 · · · 〈gt1 |gtN 〉
...
...
...
...
...
〈gtN |φf〉 〈gtN |gt〉 〈gtN |gt1〉 · · · 〈gtN |gtN 〉


(29)
is positive semi-definite:
detM(f(t), ~f) ≥ 0 , (30)
where ~f = (f(t1), · · · , f(tN)). This condition on the determinant, together with Eq. (24), leads to an inequality
for a quadratic polynomial in f(t) which in turn leads to the more restrictive bounds
Flo(t|~f) ≤ f(t) ≤ Fup(t|~f) , (31)
where the general expressions for Flo(t|~f) and Fup(t|~f) are given in Appendix A.
Now, if f(t) has a pole at t = tp away from the cut, Eq. (26) becomes
〈gt|φf〉 = φ
(
z(t), Q2
)
f (z(t)) +
Res (φf, z(tp))
z(tp)− z(t) , (32)
since a simple pole in f(t) at t = tp translates into a simple pole in f(z) at z = z(tp).
7 The rest of the argument
leading to Eq. (31) remains unchanged and we have, instead of Eq. (31),(
Flo(t|~f)− 1
φ (z(t), Q2)
Res (φf, z(tp))
z(tp)− z(t)
)
≤ f(t) ≤
(
Fup(t|~f)− 1
φ (z(t), Q2)
Res (φf, z(tp))
z(tp)− z(t)
)
, (33)
where one must not forget the pole contributions to 〈gti |φf〉 in the matrix which determines Flo(t|~f) and
Fup(t|~f).
If one does not know the residue of f(t)’s pole at t = tp, one can still obtain bounds on f(t) from the
knowledge of the position of the pole alone [36]. All one has to do is perform the replacement
φ(z,Q2)→ φp(z,Q2) ≡ φ(z,Q2) z − z(tp)
1− z¯(tp) z , (34)
where tp is assumed to be in the range [t−, t+] so that φp is positive for z = z(t) with t ∈ [0, t−]. Then, φp(z) f(z)
does not have a pole at z = z(tp) so that 〈gi|φpf〉 is given by Eq. (26) with φ(z) replaced by φp(z). Furthermore,
7Generalization to the case where f(t) has more than one pole is straighforward.
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because (z − z(tp))/(1 − z¯(tp) z) has magnitude one on the unit circle, 〈φpf |φpf〉 is equal to 〈φf |φf〉 and the
crucial QCD constraint of Eq. (24) is left unchanged. Thus, the arguments which lead to the bounds of Eq. (31)
can be applied here and we find
F plo(t|~f) ≤ f(t) ≤ F pup(t|~f) , (35)
where F plo(t|~f) and F pup(t|~f) are the functions Flo(t|~f) and Fup(t|~f) of Appendix A obtained by replacing φ with
φp. Because the bounds obtained with φp assume no knowledge of the residue of f(t)’s pole at t = tp, they will
be looser than bounds which do assume some knowledge of this residue.
Finally, the bounds of Eq. (35) can be used to constrain the residue fp of the pole of the form factor f(t)
at t = tp. All one has to do is multiply the inequalities of Eq. (35) by 1− t/tp and take the limit t→ t−p of the
resulting functions. With the definition
f(t) =
fp
1− t/tp + freg(t) , (36)
where freg(t) is finite at t = tp, we find
fplo ≤ fp ≤ fpup , (37)
with
fplo(up) = 4
t+ − t−
tp
(
1 + z(tp)
1− z(tp)
)2
F plo(up)(tp|~f) . (38)
4 Implementing the Kinematical Constraint
4.1 The Kinematical Constraint
In Section 3 we describe how to obtain independent bounds on the form factors f+(t) and f0(t) given the values
of these form factors at discrete sets of points. The two form factors, however, are not entirely independent
since the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) requires that f+(0) = f0(0). In the present section we describe how
to incorporate this constraint into bounds for f+(t) and f0(t).
Without this kinematical constraint but given f+(t) at t = t+1 , · · · , t+N+ (~f+ = (f+(t+1 ), · · · , f+(t+N+))) and
f0(t) at t = t01, . . . , t
0
N0 (
~f0 = (f0(t01), · · · , f0(t0N0))), the methods of Section 3 yield: 8
F+lo (t|~f+) ≤ f+(t) ≤ F+up(t|~f+) (39)
and
F 0lo(t|~f0) ≤ f0(t) ≤ F 0up(t|~f0) . (40)
Combined with the kinematical constraint, these bounds yield the following for fo ≡ f+(0) = f0(0): 9
φlo ≤ fo ≤ φup , (41)
with
φlo ≡ Max
(
F+lo (t|~f+), F 0lo(t|~f0)
)
(42)
and
φup ≡Min
(
F+up(t|~f+), F 0up(t|~f0)
)
. (43)
This is all that we know since the bounds of Eqs. (39) and (40) carry no indication as to the probability that
f+(t) or f0(t) take any particular value within them. Thus, implementing the kinematical constraint reduces
to finding the bounds on f+(t) and f0(t) given ~f+, ~f0 and fo ∈ [φlo, φup].
8Here, F stands for either F and F p.
9We assume here that Eqs. (39) and (40) are consistent with the kinematical constraint at t = 0 and will leave to Section 5 the
discussion of what happens if they are not.
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4.2 Bounds on a Form Factor Given that It Lies within an Interval at a Discrete
Set of Points
To find the bounds on a form factor f(t) given ~f = (f(t1), · · · , f(tN )) and Flo(tN+1|~f) ≤ φlo ≤ x ≡ f(tN+1) ≤
φup ≤ Fup(tN+1|~f) (for the case at hand, tN+1 = 0), 10 consider the bounds Flo(t|~f, x) and Fup(t|~f, x) obtained
from the constraint detM(f(t), ~f, x) ≥ 0 using the methods of Section 3.
According to Appendix A, Fup(t|~f, x) increases monotically with x, for fixed t and ~f , from x = Flo(tN+1|~f)
to x = xmax where it reaches its maximum value Fup(t|~f, xmax) = Fup(t|~f) and then decreases monotically
until x = Fup(tN+1|~f) beyond which it is not defined. Similarly, Flo(t|~f, x) decreases monotically from x =
Flo(tN+1|~f) to x = xmin where it reaches its minimum value Flo(t|~f, xmin) = Flo(t|~f) and then increases
monotically until x = Fup(tN+1|~f) beyond which it is not defined.
Therefore, the upper bound on f(t) given ~f and x ∈ [φlo, φup] may be defined as the maximum of Fup(t|~f, x)
w.r.t. x at fixed t. Thus,
Fup(t|~f, x ∈ [φlo, φup]) =


Fup(t|~f, φup) if xmax > φup
Fup(t|~f) if xmax ∈ [φlo, φup]
Fup(t|~f, φlo) if xmax < φlo
. (44)
Similarly, the lower bound may be defined as the minimun of Flo(t|~f, x) w.r.t. x:
Flo(t|~f, x ∈ [φlo, φup]) =


Flo(t|~f, φup) if xmin > φup
Flo(t|~f) if xmin ∈ [φlo, φup]
Flo(t|~f, φlo) if xmin < φlo
. (45)
Graphically, these definitions correspond to defining the upper and lower bounds as the upper and lower bound-
aries of the envelope obtained by considering the set of pairs of bounds (Flo(t|~f, x), Fup(t|~f, x)) and allowing x
to vary freely in the interval [φlo, φup].
Furthermore, the behavior in x of the bounds Flo(t|~f, x) and Fup(t|~f, x) implies that constraining x to lie
within the interval [φlo, φup] can only increase the strength of the bounds, i.e. the kinematical constraint will
lead to bounds that are at least as constrained as those obtained without it. In practice, we will find that the
kinematical constraint significantly improves the bounds on f+(t), especially for small t.
Finally, the conclusions of Appendix A can be used to generalize the above results to the situation where
bounds on a form factor f(t) are sought, given ~f = (f(t1), · · · , f(tN )) and the constraints φilo ≤ f(ti) ≤ φiup,
i = N + 1, · · · , N +M , for any M .
5 Taking Errors into Account: Bounds and Probabilities
Up until now, we have assumed that the values ~f = (f(t1), · · · , f(tN )) used as input to constrain the bounds
on form factor f(t) were both exact and consistent with the dispersive constraints. In the present section
we show how the methods of Section 3 and Section 4 have to be extended to deal with the more realistic
situation in which the input vector ~f has errors, as is the case when it is given by the lattice, experiment
or any other approximate means. Thus, in what follows, we will assume that ~f is distributed according to
a normalized probability distribution Pin(~f) [dNf ]. When considering the two form factors f+(t) and f0(t),
10We choose [φlo, φup] ⊆ [Flo(tN+1|~f), Fup(tN+1|~f)] since, as shown in Appendix A, x cannot lie outside
[Flo(tN+1|~f), Fup(tN+1|~f)].
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we will assume that ~f+ = (f+(t+1 ), · · · , f+(t+N+)) and ~f0 = (f0(t01), · · · , f0(t0N0)) are distributed according to
Pin(~f+, f0) [dN+f ][dN0f ].
The problem which arises when ~f is obtained in an approximation to QCD, from a model or from experiment
is that the inequality of Eq. (30) may not have a solution. In Appendix A we show that a solution exists iff
detM(~f) ≥ 0, where M(~f) is the matrix of Eq. (29) with the second row and column deleted, as suggested by
our notation. That is, a solution exists iff ~f is itself consistent with the dispersive constraint. The measure for
~f which ensures such consistency is:
dµ(~f) = [dNf ] θ
(
detM(~f)
)
, (46)
where θ(x) is the standard “theta-funtion”.
When considering B¯ → πℓν¯ decays, we must also ensure that the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) is
satisfied. The measure for ~f+ and ~f0 which incorporates the requirements that ~f+ and ~f0 be consistent with
the dispersive and kinematical constraints, is:
dµ(~f+; ~f0) ≡ [dN+f+] [dN0f0] θ
(
detM+(~f+)
)
θ
(
detM0(~f0)
)
θ
(
F 0up(0|~f0)− F+lo (0|~f+)
)
θ
(
F+up(0|~f+)− F 0lo(0|~f0)
)
, (47)
where M+(~f+) and M0(~f0) are the matrix of Eq. (29) relevant for bounds on f+(t) and f0(t), respectively.
We can use this measure and the probability distribution of the input, Pin(~f+, ~f0) [dN+f ][dN0f ], to define
bounds which have a clear statistical meaning. In doing so, it is important to keep in mind that, for fixed ~f+
and ~f0, the bounds given by the methods of Section 3 come in pairs and carry with them no indication as to
the probability that f+(t) or f0(t) take any particular value within them.
A probability which takes these two points into account is the probability that a pair of bounds
(
F+lo (t|
~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo,φup]), F+up(t| ~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup])) for f+(t), defined from Eqs. (44) and (45) with φlo and
φup given in Eqs. (42) and (43), lie within the interval [f
+
lo , f
+
up] at a given t. This probability is given by
P+(t; [f+lo , f+up]|~f+; ~f0) ≡
1
Z(~f+; ~f0)
∫
dµ(~f+; ~f0) Pin(~f+, ~f0) θ
(
f+up − F+up(t|~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup])
)
× θ
(
F+lo (t|~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup])− f+lo
)
, (48)
where
Z(~f+; ~f0) ≡
∫
dµ(~f+; ~f0)Pin(~f+, ~f0) (49)
is the probability that ~f+ and ~f0 are consistent with the dispersive and kinematical constraints and where
dµ(~f+; ~f0) is given by Eq. (47).
Because only pairs of bounds which lie entirely within [f+lo , f
+
up] are counted, the probability of Eq. (48) is
the minimum probability that the form factor f+(t) take a value inside [f+lo , f
+
up] at t. A similar probability
can be defined for the bounds on f0(t) and it is these two probabilities that we use in Section 6 to plot various
“confidence level” (CL) bounds for f+(t) and f0(t).
6 Bounds on f+(q2) and f 0(q2)
We may now derive bounds for f+(q2) and f0(q2). We proceed in stages to show how the various elements
that we combine contribute to improving the bounds. Thus, we begin by determining bounds on f+(q2) and
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f0(q2) without imposing the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) nor using lattice results. We then impose the
kinematical constraint and in a third step only, combine the bounds with the lattice results of the UKQCD
Collaboration [27].
As described in Section 3, we use the inequality of Eq. (18) to obtain bounds on f0(q2). Because the
B∗0(J
P = 0+) lies above the Bπ threshold, its contribution to ImΠL(t) and f
0 does not enter the determination
of the bounds. Thus, without the kinematical constraint nor the lattice results, the bounds are given by Eq. (28)
with
φ(z,Q2) =
√
3t+t−
4π
1
t+ − t−
1 + z
(1 − z)5/2
(
β(0) +
1 + z
1− z
)−2(
β(−Q2) + 1 + z
1− z
)−2
, (50)
where we have used the results of Ref. [37] and where β(t) =
√
(t+ − t)/(t+ − t−).
The bounds on f+(q2) are obtained from Eq. (19). Combining Eq. (19) with Eq. (20) gives
J+(Q2) ≥ 1
π
∫ ∞
t+
dt k+T (t, Q
2)|f+(t)|2 , (51)
where
J+(Q2) = χT (Q
2)−
(
m2B∗
fB∗
)2
1
[m2B∗ +Q
2]
3 . (52)
We take fB∗ = 33
+ 4
− 4
in Eq. (51) as given by the lattice in Ref. [34] on the same configurations as those used
to obtain f+(q2) and f0(q2). 11
Now, unlike f0(q2), f+(q2) has a pole at q2 = m2B∗ < t+. This pole is due to the fact that the virtual
W -boson emitted in B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays can couple to the B¯π vertex through a B∗. At leading order in a
Heavy-Meson Chiral Lagrangian formalism, the B∗Bπ coupling is of the form [21]
LB∗Bπ = gTr
{
BaB¯bA
µ
baγµγ5
}
, (53)
where Ba is a field which annihilates pseudoscalar and vector mesons composed of a b quark and a light antiquark
of flavor a; B¯a is the dirac conjugate of Ba; and A
µ = −∂µπ/fπ + · · · with fπ± = 131MeV (for details, see
for example Ref. [38]). A similar interaction can be written down for mesons composed of b¯ antiquarks and
light quarks. The contribution of this coupling is straighforward to evaluate. We find that close to q2max it
contributes to f+(q2) a pole of the form of Eq. (36) with q2pole = m
2
B∗ and residue
fp =
γB∗Bπ g m¯√
2fπ
1
fB∗
= gB∗Bπ
1
2fB∗
, (54)
where m¯ =
√
mB∗mB and where γB∗+B+π0 = −1 and γB∗+B0π+ =
√
2.
Since we do not know the value of the coupling g and hence the residue of f+(q2) at q2 = m2B∗ , the bounds
that do not take into account the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) nor the results from the lattice are given by
Eq. (28) but with the replacement of Eq. (34) and with
φ(z,Q2) =
√
1
π (t+ − t−)
(1 + z)2
(1 − z)9/2
(
β(0) +
1 + z
1− z
)−2(
β(−Q2) + 1 + z
1− z
)−3
. (55)
β(t) is defined after Eq. (50).
For both f0(q2) and f+(q2), the QCD evaluation of the corresponding subtracted polarization function
(χL(Q
2) and χT (Q
2), respectively) is performed in Appendix B. Because this evaluation appears to break
11The error was obtained by combining in quadrature the statistical error with an additional 10% systematic error.
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Figure 1: Bounds on f0(|q2|) and f+(q2) versus q2 with q2 in GeV2. f0(|q2|) is plotted to the left of the vertical
axis with |q2| increasing leftward from 0 to q2max and f+(q2) to the right with q2 increasing rightward from 0 to
q2max. This way of plotting the bounds is convenient, for it clearly shows whether they satisfy the kinematical
constraint of Eq. (2). The bounds plotted here do not implement this kinematical constraint nor do they take
into account the lattice results of the UKQCD Collaboration [27] to which we have added systematic errors
(points) (see Appendix C). Errors on these results are smaller than the size of the points.
down when Q2 = −16GeV2–the value used in Ref. [30]–and because the choice of Q2 does not change the
lattice constrained bounds that we derive below significantly, we take Q2 = 0 where the QCD calculation is
reliable.
We plot the resulting, unconstrained bounds for f0(q2) and f+(q2) in Fig. 1. These bounds are very loose
and not interesting phenomenologically. However, since the bounds on f0(q2) are significantly better than those
on f+(q2), it is clear that the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) will significantly improve the latter.
To implement this kinematical constraint, we use the results of Section 4. For the case at hand, φlo =
F 0lo(q
2=0|~0) and φup = F 0up(q2=0|~0), where F 0lo(q2=0|~0) and F 0up(q2=0|~0) are the bounds for f0(0) obtained
without any additional input, i.e. those plotted in Fig. 1. The bounds on f0(q2) are unchanged while those
on f+(q2) are given by the versions of Eqs. (44) and (45) relevant for f+(q2) with ~f+ = ~0. These new bounds
are plotted in Fig. 2. The kinematical constraint is correctly implemented since the bounds agree at q2 = 0.
Furthermore, the bound on f+(q2) is significantly improved, especially at small and intermediate q2 where phase
space is largest. Thus, even though f0(q2) does not contribute to the total rate in the limit of vanishing lepton
mass, its bounds are important because, through the kinematical constraint, they improve the bounds on the
form factor f+(q2) which determines the rate.
We now consider the effect of using lattice results to further constrain the bounds. The lattice calculation
12
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Figure 2: Bounds on f0(|q2|) and f+(q2) versus q2 with q2 in GeV2, as in Fig. 1. These bounds implement the
kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) but do not take into account the lattice results of the UKQCD Collaboration
[27] to which we have added systematic errors (points) (see Appendix C). Errors on these results are smaller
than the size of the points.
of Ref. [27] provides the values of f0(q2) and f+(q2) at three points above q2 ≃ 15GeV2 (see Appendix C).
Errors are taken into account as described in Section 5 and below. Because of the large systematic errors in
the lattice results, it is unclear what form the distribution P(~f+, ~f0) should take. We have made the rather
conservative assumption: 1) that the results are gaussian distributed about their central values with a variance
given by the large errors of Table 6; 2) that these errors are uncorrelated. We have checked that correlations
have a tendency to reduce the range of the bounds, as one would expect. We have also checked that a step
function distribution gives more constraining bounds.
We use the probability of Eq. (48) for f+ and the equivalent probability for f0 to define “confidence level”
(CL) bounds for f+(q2) and f0(q2). These p% bounds correspond to pairs of functions (f+lo (q
2), f+up(q
2)) and
(f0lo(q
2), f0up(q
2)) such that, for all q2,
P+(q2; [f+lo (q2), f+up(q2)]|~f+; ~f0) = 0.01 p . (56)
To evaluate the various integrals involved, we perform a Monte Carlo in which we generate 4000 independent
bound samples for f+(q2) and f0(q2). We find that the distributions for the various upper and lower bounds
at fixed q2 are more or less bell shaped and nearly symmetric. Since the width of a pair of bounds is typically
quite small compared to the width of these distributions, the latter are a good guide as to the behavior of the
probablility of Eq. (48) for f+ and the equivalent probability for f0. Hence, to define our p% bounds, we can
consider the central p% of these probabilities. We find that the density in bounds increases as p% is varied
from 95% to about 30%. This is confirmed by Fig. 3 where we plot bounds which have a p% ranging from
90% for the outermost pair to 30% for the innermost one in decrements of 20%: the space between neighboring
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Figure 3: f0(|q2|) and f+(q2) versus q2 with q2 in GeV2, as in Fig. 1. The data points are the lattice results
of the UKQCD Collaboration [27] to which we have added numerous systematic errors (see Appendix C). The
pairs of curves are, from the outermost to the innermost, our 90%, 70%, 50% and 30% model-independent QCD
bounds. These bounds implement the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) and take the lattice results into account.
As explained in the text, the fact that they narrow less and less as the percentage is decreased is an indication
that the most probable behavior for the form factors is within the 30% bounds.
bounds decreases as p% decreases. Beyond 30%, it is unclear whether this density continues to increase. In
light of the discussions of Section 5, these p% bounds indicate that there is at least a p% probability that
f+(q2) lie within [f+lo (q
2), f+up(q
2)] at each q2 and similarly, that there is at least a p% probability that f0(q2)
lie within [f0lo(q
2), f0up(q
2)]. Thus, we conclude that the most probable q2-behavior of the form factors is within
the 30% bounds though, of course, predictions outside these bounds but within the 70% bounds are certainly
not excluded.
We have checked that all of our results are stable with respect to the number of Monte Carlo samples.
We have also constructed lattice-constrained bounds for f+(q2) and f0(q2) that do not take into account the
kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) and have found, not surprisingly, that the resulting bounds on f+(q2) are
significantly worse, especially for small q2, while those for f0(q2) are not very different.
To get some idea of how strongly the bounds depend on the choice of Q2 , we have also determined the
bounds for Q2 = −16GeV2 assuming that the MS results of Appendix B for χL(Q2) and χT (Q2) are reliable.
We find that the interval between the 70% bounds on f0(q2) shrinks by at most 3% for q2 ≤ 21GeV2 but
shrinks by about 20% around q2max. Similarly, the bounds on f
+(q2) shrink by at most 3% for q2 ≤ 20GeV2
but shrink by about 25% around q2max.
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fit type f+(0) “mB∗” or m+ (GeV) m1 or mo (GeV) χ
2/d.o.f.
fixed-pole 0.43± 0.04 mB∗ 5.9± 0.3 0.4/4
0.39± 0.04 5.17 6.2± 0.4 0.2/4
0.52± 0.05 5.9 5.4± 0.2 1.7/4
cst/pole 0.48± 0.05 5.42± 0.26 1.0/4
pole/dipole 0.27± 0.03 5.79± 0.19 6.2± 0.4 0.1/3
Table 1: Fits of the lattice results for f+(q2) and f0(q2) to the various parametrizations described in Section
2: fixed-pole (Eqs. (9) and (10)); cst/pole (Eq. (8) with n = 0); pole/dipole (Eq. (8) with n = 1). All of these
parametrizations are consistent with the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) (i.e. f+(0) = f0(0)) and heavy-quark
scaling laws.
7 Comparison of the Bounds with Various Parametrizations
In Fig. 4 we plot the 90%, 70% and 30% bounds for f+(q2) and f0(q2) together with fits of the lattice data
to the “constant/pole”, “pole/dipole” and “fixed-pole” parametrizations described in Section 2. The results
of these fits are summarized in Table 1. The bands which appear in the figure correspond to allowing the fit
parameters to vary in their 68% CL region. Because of the limited q2-range of the lattice results for f0, it
is impossible to reliably determine the two mass parameters m1 and m2 of the “fixed-pole”parametrization of
Eq. (10). Therefore, we have allowed m1 to vary and have taken m2 to be the mass of the nearest pole which
can contribute to f0, i.e. m2 = mB(0+) = 5.46(30)GeV [26] where the B(0
+) is the first scalar excitation of the
B meson. The exact value of m2 is not, in fact, very important as the fit parameters of the phenomenologically
important form factor, f+(q2), depend very little on this value: we have varied m2 in the range from mB to
mB + 1GeV and have found that the fit to f
+(q2) changes by less than one part in a thousand. What is
important, however, is that with both m1 and m2 on the order of mB, the lattice data are fit very nicely and
the resulting curves lie within the QCD bounds.
As evidenced by the low values of χ2/dof obtained for all three sets of fits, the lattice results alone cannot
effectively discriminate amongst the different parametrizations, at least when systematic errors are taken into
account before performing these fits. As mentioned in the Introduction, this early inclusion of systematic errors,
some of which are independent of q2, may be partially responsible for this lack of effectiveness. However, since
the relative proportions of q2-independent and q2-dependent systematic errors are not known, we have chosen
to be conservative by including all errors from the very beginning.
Our lattice constrained bounds do not exclude unambiguously any of the parametrizations either: the best
fits of all three sets lie within our 70% bounds. However, substantial fractions of the parameter values allowed at
the 68% CL by the fits are excluded by our 70% and even 90% bounds. 12 Furthermore the best “constant/pole”
fit lies outside the 30% bounds for a large range of q2. In fact, only the best “pole/dipole” fit lies within these
30% bounds for all q2. Since these bounds delimit the region of most probable values for the form factors,
the “constant/pole” parametrization is least likely to be an accurate description of the form factors while the
“pole/dipole” form is the most probable parametrization. This is confirmed by the the results of Section 9
where we find that only the best “pole/dipole” fit yields a value of the total rate that is consistent with our 30%
bounds on that rate: the best “fixed-pole” fit rate only lies within the 50% bounds and the best “constant/pole”
12Some of the pole mass values allowed in the 68% CL ellipse for the “constant/pole” fit lead are smaller than q2max and therefore
lead to an f+(q2) which diverges.
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fit rate, only within the 70% bounds. However, the bounds will have to improve before a firm conclusion as to
the preferred q2-behavior of the form factors can be drawn.
For completeness, we have also performed a fit of the lattice results to the “fixed-pole” parametrization
with different values of the pole mass (i.e. mB∗ in Eq. (9)). We find that the pole masses allowed range from
5.17GeV to 5.9GeV. Outside this range, the pole prediction lies either above (“mB∗”≤ 5.16GeV) or below
(“mB∗”≥ 6.0GeV) our 70% bounds on f+(q2). We have further allowed the pole mass to vary freely. We find
f+(0) = 0.35(3), m1 = 6.6(6)GeV and “mB∗”= 5.01(14)GeV with a χ
2/dof = 0.004/3. As this fit indicates,
the lattice data alone may favor a pole mass and a value of f+(0) slightly smaller than those obtained in the
“fixed-pole” fits of Table 1. Thus, f+(q2) could be dominated by the B∗ pole for q2 greater than 15− 20GeV2
but have a q2-dependence determined by a smaller pole mass for smaller q2, as suggested in Ref. [16]. Such a
behavior is perfectly compatible with our bounds as are, of course, many other more complicated behaviors.
We delay making comparisons of our results for f+ with those of other authors until Section 9 where we
also compare predictions for the total rate. In particular, we collect the predictions of other authors for f+(0)
in Table 2.
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Figure 4: f0(|q2|) and f+(q2) versus q2 with q2 in GeV2, as in Fig. 1. The data points are the lattice results
of the UKQCD Collaboration [27] with additional systematic errors (see Appendix C). The pairs of fine solid
curves are, from the outermost to the innermost, our 90%, 70% and 30% model-independent QCD bounds.
The thick curves are the results of fits and the bands, the corresponding 68% C.L. regions, for fits to the three
parametrizations described in Section 2: (a) “constant/pole”; (b) “pole/dipole”; (c) “fixed-pole” with the pole
mass fixed to mB∗ .
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8 The Couplings gB∗Bπ and g
Having obtained bounds on f+(q2), we can use Eqs. (37) and (38) to constrain the B∗Bπ coupling, gB∗Bπ.
Using Eq. (54) and fB∗ = 33
+ 4
− 4
(see comments after Eq. (52)), we find
− 8.9± 1.1 ≤ −6.2± 0.8 ≤ −3.4± 0.4 ≤ g ≤ 6.7± 0.8 ≤ 9.3± 1.1 ≤ 11.6± 1.4 (57)
and
− 724± 88 ≤ −505± 61 ≤ −275± 33 ≤ gB∗+B0π+ ≤ 544± 66 ≤ 751± 91 ≤ 942± 114 , (58)
where the outer limits correspond to a CL of 95%, the next interval inward, to a CL of 70% and the smallest
interval to a CL of 30%. The errors come from the uncertainties on fB∗ . These bounds are weak because we
do not have lattice results for f+(q2) very near q2max. This will be remedied, though, as soon as the lattice
calculation of Ref. [27] is repeated with a sufficient number of light quark masses to enable a numerical chiral
extrapolation of the form factors (see Appendix C for details) and thus provide determinations of the form
factors closer to q2max.
For completeness, we also give the results for these couplings obtained under the assumption of pure B∗
dominance. As we have seen, B∗ dominance describes the lattice results well and is consistent with our bounds.
We find:
g = 0.35± 0.05 (59)
and
gB∗+B0π+ = 28± 4 . (60)
Both these results and the bounds include statistical and systematic errors since the lattice results used to
obtain these results do (see Appendix C for details). However, it is important to note that only the bounds
of Eqs. (57) and (58) are model-independent and that the errors quoted in Eqs. (59) and (60) do not include
the possible deviation of the form factor f+(q2) from pure B∗-pole behavior. The results of Eqs. (59) and (60)
must therefore be treated cautiously.
Nevertheless, the pole result for gB∗+B0π+ compares very favorably with the light-cone sumrule prediction
of Belyaev et al. [16] who find gB∗+B0π+ = 29± 3. It is rather high, however, compared to the soft-pion sumrule
result of Colangelo et al. [39], gB∗+B0π+ = 15 ± 4, and to the QCD double-moment spectral sumrule result of
Dosch et al., gB∗+B0π+ = 14± 4 [40]. As pointed out in Ref. [16], the sumrule of Ref. [39] can be derived from
the light-cone sumrule of Ref. [16]. Though the authors of Ref. [16] and Ref. [39] agree on the sumrule, they
disagree on its evaluation, the former finding gB∗+B0π+ = 28± 6 in the soft-pion limit. For a discussion of this
disagreement as well as a good summary of recent determinations of gB∗Bπ, please see Ref. [16].
9 Bounds on the Rate, Comparisons with other Predictions and |Vub|
Our bounds on f+(q2) enable us to constrain the rate dΓ
(
B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ
)
/dq2. In the limit of vanishing lepton
mass, which is an excellent approximation for ℓ = e, µ, we have
dΓ
dq2
(B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ) = G
2
F |Vub|2
192π3m3B
λ3/2(q2) |f+(q2)|2 , (61)
where λ(q2) = (m2B +m
2
π − q2)2 − 4m2Bm2π and 0 ≤ q2 ≤ q2max.
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As was done for f+(q2) and f0(q2) in Section 5, we define the minimum probability that the total rate for
B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays takes a value inside an interval [Γlo,Γup]. This probability is given by
PΓ([Γlo,Γup]|~f+; ~f0) ≡ 1
Z(~f+; ~f0)
∫
dµ(~f+; ~f0) Pin(~f+, ~f0) θ
(
Γup −Gup
(
~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup]
))
× θ
(
Glo
(
~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup]
)
− Γlo
)
, (62)
where
Gup(~f
+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup]) ≡ G
2
F |Vub|2
192π3m3B
∫ q2max
0
dq2 λ3/2(q2)
× Max
{∣∣∣F+up(q2|~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup])∣∣∣2 , ∣∣∣F+lo (q2|~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup])∣∣∣2
}
(63)
and
Glo(~f
+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup]) ≡ G
2
F |Vub|2
192π3m3B
∫ q2max
0
dq2 λ3/2(q2)
×


0 , if F+lo (q
2|~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup]) ≤ 0 ≤ F+up(q2|~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup])
Min
{∣∣∣F+up(q2|~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup])∣∣∣2 , ∣∣∣F+lo (q2|~f+, f+(0) ∈ [φlo, φup])∣∣∣2
}
, otherwise,
(64)
where F+lo (· · ·) and F+up(· · ·) are the bounds on f+(q2) defined in Section 4. The above expressions for the
bounds on the rate are involved because the bounds on f+(q2) can change signs with q2.
Now, using the probability of Eq. (62), we can define p%CL bounds for the rate. To calculate this probability,
we use the results of the Monte Carlo for the bounds on the form factors of Section 6. Since, again, the width of
a pair of bounds is typically quite small compared to the width of the distributions for upper and lower bounds,
the latter are a good guide as to the behavior of the probablility of Eq. (62). We find that these distributions
are bell shaped, but definitely peaked toward lower values of the rate. Therefore, instead of considering the
central p% for our defining our bounds, we resort to a different procedure. Starting at the egdes of our collection
of bounds, we work our way inward toward the most probable pairs of bounds by taking steps of constant size.
Because the density of bounds increases much faster as we approach the most probable pairs of bounds from
below than from above, we take the upward step to be much smaller than the downward step so that the
increase in bound density is more or less equal in either direction. We use 0.2|Vub|2 ps−1 upward steps and
1.0|Vub|2 ps−1 downward steps, because they are a good compomise between size and upward and downward
balance. We then call p% bound the smallest interval obtained by taking these steps which includes at least p%
of the bounds. Our results depend little on the exact size of the steps or even on the procedure. For instance,
taking constant percentage steps of 2% or more on whichever side of the collection of bounds is less dense gives
very similar results. In all cases, we find that this density increases until about only 30% of the bounds are left.
Even though the density does continue to increase slightly beyond that point, we prefer to limit ourselves to
the statement that the most probable values for the rate is somewhere within these 30% bounds. The results
given by our procedure are well corroborated by the distributions of lower and upper bounds mentioned above.
We present these results in Table 2. For comparison, we also collect the predictions of various authors for
the total rate. We specify the q2-range for which their calculations are valid and the assumptions made to
extend the results to all of phase space. We further provide our and their predictions for f+(0). The spread
of results for the rate is very large, the highest and lowest predictions differing by a factor of about 7. Such a
spread implies a factor of about 2.6 uncertainty in the determination of |Vub| and clearly shows the necessity
for a completely model-independent prediction.
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Reference Γ
(
B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ
)
f+(0) Details
This work 2.4→ 28 −0.26→ 0.92 95% CL
2.8→ 24 −0.18→ 0.85 90% CL
3.6→ 17 0.00→ 0.68 70% CL
4.4→ 13 0.10→ 0.57 50% CL
4.8→ 10 0.18→ 0.49 30% CL
QM [4, (WSB)] 7.4± 1.6 0.33± 0.06 q2=0; B∗ pole
QM [3, (ISGW)] 2.1 0.09 ∼ q2max; exponential
QM [7, (ISGW2)] 9.6 ∼ q2max; dipole
QM [6] 0.26 q2=0
QM [8] 0.24− 0.29 QM+B∗ pole
QM [9] 9.6–15.2 0.29− 0.46 q2=0 ∼ 20GeV2
SR2 [10] 14.5± 5.9 0.4± 0.1 q2max; modified B∗ pole
SR2 + 3 [11] 4.5–9.0 0.27± 0.05 q2=0 and q2max;
modified B∗ pole
SR3 [13] 3.60± 0.65 0.23± 0.02 q2 = 0 ∼ 5GeV2
+ B∗ pole for rate
SR3 [14] 5.1± 1.1 0.26± 0.02 q2=0 ∼ 16− 20GeV2
+ pole fit w/
mpole=5.25(10)GeV
LCSR [15, 16, 17] 8.1 0.24− 0.29 q2=0 ∼ 15GeV2, then B∗ pole
LAT [27, (UKQCD)]† 7± 1 0.21 – 0.27 q2 ≃ 15 ∼ 20GeV2
+ “pole/dipole” fit
LAT [25, (ELC)] 9± 6 0.10–0.49 single point at q2 ≃ 18GeV2
+ pole w/ mpole=5.29(1)GeV
LAT [26, (APE)] 8± 4 0.23–0.43 single point at q2 ≃ 20.4GeV2
+ pole w/ mpole=5.32(1)GeV
Table 2: Comparison of different theoretical predictions for f+(0) and the total rate for B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays
(in units of |Vub|2 ps−1). The results in the first row block correspond to our 95%, 90%, 70%, 50% and 30%
bounds on these quantities as described in the present section and Section 6. In column 1, QM stands for
quark model; SR2 for two-point function QCD spectral sumrules; SR3 for three-point function QCD spectral
sumrules; LCSR for light-cone sumrules; and LAT stands for lattice. The last column specifies the range of q2
for which the calculations are reliable and the assumptions and/or fits made to extend the results to the full
kinematical range.
† The value for the rate differs from the one quoted in Ref. [27]. Here, the phase space integral is performed from q2 = 0
to q2max = 26.4GeV
2 assuming flavor symmetry in the light, active and spectator quarks as discussed in Appendix C.
Neither the rate nor the value of f+(0) include systematic errors[28].
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Our bounds on f+(0) are not very strong and at the 70% CL they are compatible with all other predictions.
As discussed in Section 6, the most probable value for f+(0) lies within the 30% CL bounds, i.e. in the interval
[0.20, 0.48], which is still consistent with most predictions for f+(0), except the ISGW result of Ref. [3].
Our bounds on the rate, on the other hand, do make some of the other predictions quite unlikely. The
ISGW model result of Ref. [3] is excluded at the 95% CL; the central value of the sumrule result of Ref. [12],
at the 70% CL, and the value at the tip of the error bar, at the 50% CL. All other results are compatible with
our bounds at the 70% CL, including the two lattice results of Ref. [25] and Ref. [26]. They were obtained
from a single measurement of f+ for a q2 ∼ 18 − 20GeV2, assuming B∗ dominance with mB∗ taken from a
lattice computation with the same gluon configurations. Though the errors are mainly statistical or due to a
heavy-quark mass extrapolation of the form factors similar to the one described in Appendix C, they were made
as large as possible to try to accomodate the fact that the q2-dependence of the form factor is not determined
by the calculation.
Also, for q2 6= 0 our bounds on f+(q2) have more to say, some of which could be inferred, in a different
language, from a χ2 analysis with the lattice data alone. Considering only central values for the predictions
of other authors, we find, for instance, that the sumrule result Ref. [14] is excluded by our 70% lower bound
for over one-third of the kinematical range from q2 ≃ 12GeV2 to q2 ≃ 22GeV2 and by the 90% lower bound
from q2 ≃ 15GeV2 to q2 ≃ 20GeV2. The WSB model, or equivalently the lattice result of Ref. [26] 13, is
only excluded by the 70% lower bound for less than a fifth of the kinematical range, between q2 ≃ 15GeV2
and q2 ≃ 21GeV2. The light-cone sumrule result of Ref. [16] agrees with our bounds extremely well since
it very nearly lies within our 30% bounds for f+(q2) for all q2. Very good agreement is also found for the
light-front quark model, non-relativistic hamiltonian (NR) and harmonic oscillator wavefunction (HO) results
of Ref. [9] which lie within our 50% bounds for all q2. Furthermore, the Godfrey-Isgur (GI) result of Ref. [9]
agrees well with our bounds since it very nearly lies within the 70% bounds for all q2. However, this agreement
with the results of Ref. [9] implies that the B∗π contribution to the B-meson wavefunction, which is neglected
in Ref. [9], can only become significant beyond q2 ∼ 20GeV2 where our bounds on f+(q2) allow much more
singular behavior than that given by the results of Ref. [9]. This observation is corroborated by the light-front
quark model calculations of Ref. [8], since our bounds on f+(q2) favor the result which relies on the smallest
value of the coupling g that these authors consider.
We have also computed the rates obtained from the fits to the lattice data of various parametrizations for
the form factors performed in Section 7. The results are summarized in Table 3. As these results show, only
the “pole/dipole” parametrization gives a central value for the rate which lies within our 30% bounds which,
together with the observations of Section 7, indicates that, of the forms we have tried, it appears to be the
most probable one. Then comes the “fixed-pole” prediction which lies within the 50% bounds and finally the
“constant-pole” rate which is excluded by the 50% bounds but lies within the 70% bounds. However, once
again, the bounds will have to improve before a firm conclusion as to the preferred q2-behavior of the form
factors can be drawn.
Finally, the most probable value for the rate is somewhere in the interval [4.8, 10]|Vub|2 ps−1 which corre-
sponds to the 30% CL bounds. Thus, we can summarize our results for the rate as
Γ
(
B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ
)
= (4.8↔ 10) +7.0
− 1.2
|Vub|2 ps−1 (65)
where the errors are obtained from the 70% CL bounds. 14 Because we have been generous in our estimate of
13It is important to note that the actual lattice number from which this result is obtained is compatible, within errors, with those
of Appendix C.
14These errors are not gaussian.
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fit type Γ
(
B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ
)
in units of |Vub|2 ps−1
cst/pole 15.2 + 7.5− 3.1
pole/dipole 8.5 + 3.0− 1.9
fixed-pole 12.3 + 2.5− 2.2
Table 3: Values for the rate obtained from the fits described in Section 7. The error bars are 70% errors.
possible systematic errors, the theoretical error in Eq. (65) is probably an overestimate and the 60% CL bounds
or even perhaps the 50% CL bounds may give a better estimate of this theoretical error. For instance, the
estimate given by the 50% CL bounds is:
Γ
(
B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ
)
= (4.8↔ 10) +3.0
− 0.4
|Vub|2 ps−1 . (66)
Now, the CLEO Collaboration very recently measured the branching ratio for B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays [1].
They found
B (B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ) =
{
(1.63± 0.46± 0.34)× 10−4 WSB
(1.34± 0.35± 0.28)× 10−4 ISGW , (67)
where experimental efficiencies are determined with the WSB model [4] and the ISGW model [3], respectively.
Because of the model dependence of their results, a precise statement about |Vub| is not yet possible. However,
to illustrate the sort of accuracy our results lead to, we proceed to extract |Vub| from these measurements.
Because our bounds favor very strongly the WSB model predictions for f+ and the rate over those of the ISGW
model, we consider only the WSB measurement. Using the result of Eq. (65), we find
|Vub|
√
τB¯0/1.56 ps = (0.0032↔ 0.0047) + 0.0007− 0.0007± 0.0007 (WSB) , (68)
where the first set of errors is theoretical (non-gaussian) and the second experimental (statistical and systematic
combined in quadrature on the average value of |Vub| given by the 30% CL results). The value of τB¯0 we have
taken is 1.56(5) ps [59]. Using the less conservative result of Eq. (66) for the total rate, we find
|Vub|
√
τB¯0/1.56 ps = (0.0032↔ 0.0047) + 0.0002− 0.0004± 0.0007 (WSB) , (69)
where the origin of the errors is the same as in Eq. (68). Finally, using the 90% CL bounds on the rate, we get
0.0021± 0.0004 ≤ |Vub|
√
τB¯0/1.56 ps ≤ 0.0061± 0.0011 (WSB) , (70)
and using the the 95% CL bounds,
0.0019± 0.0003 ≤ |Vub|
√
τB¯0/1.56 ps ≤ 0.0066± 0.0012 (WSB) , (71)
where the errors shown on the bounds are the experimental errors.
The determination of |Vub| given in Eq. (68) has a theoretical error of 37%, computed by taking the difference
of the 70% CL bound results over their sum. 15 Though this error is by no means negligible, it is nevertheless
quite reasonable especially since the result of Eq. (68) is completely model-independent and is obtained from
lattice data which include a conservative range of systematic errors (please see Appendix C for details). The
determination of |Vub| given in Eq. (69), obtained under less conservative assumptions (i.e. from the 50% CL
bounds), has a theoretical error of 27%.
15Though this error is not gaussian, it gives a good idea of the sort of accuracy achieved.
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10 Conclusion
We have combined lattice results, a kinematical constraint and QCD dispersion relations to derive model-
independent bounds on the form factors relevant for semileptonic B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays. Even though the
contribution of the form factor f0 to the rate is negligible, we have found its bounds useful for constraining
f0(0) = f+(0), thereby making the bounds on f+(q2) stronger. And although our bounds do not unambiguously
exclude any of the parametrizations for the q2-dependence of the form factors that we have tried, 16 they do
limit the range of possible parameter values and indicate that some of the parametrizations are more probable
than others. We find, for instance, that the “pole-dipole” parametrization of Section 2 appears to be more
likely than the “fixed-pole” parametrization which, in turn, appears more probable that the “constant-pole”
parametrization. We also find excellent agreement with the light-cone sumrule results of Ref. [16] for f+(q2)
which almost lie within our 30% bounds for all q2. Agreement with our bounds for f+(q2) is also very good for
the non-relativistic hamiltonian (NR) and the harmonic oscillator wavefunction (HO) results of the light-front
quark model calculations of Ref. [9] which both lie within our 50% bounds for all q2. Further good agreement
is found with the Godfrey-Isgur (GI) result of Ref. [9] which very nearly lies within our 70% bounds for all q2.
This agreement with the results of Ref. [9] implies that the B∗π contribution to the B-meson wavefunction,
which is neglected in Ref. [9], can only become significant beyond q2 ∼ 20GeV2 where our bounds on f+(q2)
allow much more singular behavior than that given by the results of Ref. [9]. Agreement of other predictions
with our bounds ranges from slightly less good to much less good. However, the bounds will have to improve
before a firm conclusion as to the preferred q2-behavior of the form factors can be drawn.
We also use our bounds, as well as the vector dominance results, to determine the B∗Bπ coupling and
the coupling g which appears in Heavy-Meson Chiral lagrangians at leading order. While our bounds on
these couplings are quite weak, our “fixed-pole” fit to the form factors yields g = 0.35 ± 0.05 (Eq. (59)) and
gB∗+B0π+ = 28 ± 4 (Eq. (60)). It is important to note, however, that the “fixed-pole” results rely on the
assumption that f+ is dominated by the B∗ pole over the full kinematical domain.
We further derive bounds on the total rate. These bounds disfavor some quark model and sumrule predictions
with some certainty. At the 70% CL, they also enable the extraction of |Vub| from the corresponding experimental
results with a theoretical error of 37%. Since we have been generous in our estimate of possible systematic errors,
this 37% is probably an overestimate. It can be reduced to 27% if one is willing to accept the 50% CL bounds as
a good estimate of the theoretical uncertainties. More generally, this extraction is complementary to the lattice
determination of |Vub| from the differential decay rate for B¯0 → ρ+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays suggested in [58]. Furthermore,
the preliminary determination of the branching ratio for B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays by the CLEO collaboration [1]
suffers from a rather strong model dependence. Perhaps this model dependence could be reduced by using our
results.
As mentioned in the Introduction and described in Appendix C, we assume flavor symmetry in the light,
active and spectator quarks in using the UKQCD Collaboration lattice results of Ref. [27] for f+(q2) and
f0(q2). Although there is evidence that such a symmetry is reliable for the values of q2 we consider, we add
large systematic errors to the data to cover possible violations. We further add a very large range of errors to
account for other possible systematic effects. With these systematic errors (and in some cases even without)
the lattice results of Table 6 are compatible with the very few chirally extrapolated points of Refs. [25] and [26]
within one standard deviation or less. Of course, our whole analysis should be repeated once a complete set of
reliable chirally extrapolated results are available.
16These parametrizations fit the lattice results well and are consistent with heavy-quark scaling laws and the kinematical
constraint.
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We add all of these systematic errors to the lattice results before performing our analysis. We believe that
such a procedure is sensible in phenomenological applications when systematic uncertainties dominate over
statistical ones. As discussed in the Introduction and in Section 7 this gives a more conservative representation
of the accuracy of the lattice results. We are thus confident that our final results are correct within these large
errors.
We have also investigated the effect of reducing lattice errors. With errors reduced by a factor 4, the
corresponding lattice constrained bounds would certainly discriminate amongst various parametrizations and
would enable an extraction of |Vub| from the experimental branching ratio with a theoretical error of about 20%.
A more effective means of improving the bounds, however, would be lattice results over a wider range of q2.
This range will increase as simulations on finer lattices become available. Of course, a reliable determination
of the form factors at or around q2 = 0 would help tremendously. We refrained, in the present paper, from
using sumrule or quark model results around q2 = 0 because the systematic errors of these calculations are so
different from those of the lattice. We wanted to keep the results model-independent and wished to explore the
extent to which the lattice alone could constrain B¯0 → π+ℓ−ν¯ℓ decays. In the future, however, one may want to
use the methods developed here to combine results for the relevant form factors obtained by different methods
in different kinematical regimes.
For the quantities which depend on knowing the q2-dependence of the form factors close to q2max, such as the
B∗Bπ couplings or partially integrated rates above the charm production endpoint, significant improvement in
accuracy can be achieved by simply repeating the simulation which led to the results of Ref. [27] with a sufficient
number of light quark masses to enable a numerical chiral extrapolation of the form factors (see Appendix C
for details) and thus provide determinations of the form factors closer to q2max.
We have also performed an analysis of the QCD corrections–both perturbative and non-perturbative–to the
relevant polarization functions so as to determine the range of Q2 in which one may trust the QCD evaluation of
these functions. We have found that these corrections are under control at Q2 = 0 but not at Q2 = −16GeV2.
Finally, the methods developed here to take into account the kinematical constraint and errors on the lattice
results are completely general. They can be used with sumrule or quark model results to extend these results to
kinematical regimes where these calculations break down. Furthermore, our methods are, in principle, applicable
to other processes of great physical interest such as the rare decay B¯ → K∗γ, where a model-independent guide
for extrapolating the lattice results for the relevant form factor from q2 around q2max to q
2 = 0 is urgently
needed, 17 or to the semileptonic decay B¯ → ρℓν¯ which would enable an independent determination of |Vub|.
Also, as a by-product of implementing the kinematical constraint, we have derived a formalism which enables
one to constrain bounds on a form factor with the knowledge that it must lie within an interval of values at
one or more values of q2. More generally, we believe that the combination of lattice results with dispersive
techniques will lead to many more interesting results in the future.
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A Explicit Expressions for the Bounding Functions
Consider the positive semi-definite, (L+ 1)× (L+ 1) matrix
M(~f) =


〈φf |φf〉 〈φf |gt1〉 〈φf |gt2〉 · · · 〈φf |gtL〉
〈gt1 |φf〉 〈gt1 |gt1〉 〈gt1 |gt2〉 · · · 〈gt1 |gtL〉
〈gt2 |φf〉 〈gt2 |gt1〉 〈gt2 |gt2〉 · · · 〈gt2 |gtL〉
...
...
...
...
...
〈gtL |φf〉 〈gtL |gt1〉 〈gtL |gt2〉 · · · 〈gtL |gtL〉


, (72)
with ~f = (f(t1), · · · , f(tL)) and all ti distinct. The elements of this matrix can be chosen real for t1, t2, · · · in
the interval (−∞, t+) in which case the matrix is symmetric. Then, its determinant is
detM(~f) = 〈φf |φf〉detM(~f){(1,1)} −
L∑
i,j=1
aij〈gti |φf〉〈gtj |φf〉 (73)
with
aij = (−1)i+j detM(~f){(1,1),(i+1,j+1)} (74)
where the matrix M(~f){(i1,j1,),(i2,j2),···} is the matrix obained by deleting rows i1, i2, · · · and columns j1, j2, · · ·
from M(~f).
Then,
detM(~f) ≥ 0 =⇒ J(Q2) detM(~f){(1,1)} ≥
L∑
i,j=1
aij〈gti |φf〉〈gtj |φf〉 , (75)
where we have used Eq. (24) and the fact that detM(~f){(1,1)} is positive because of the positivity of the inner
product.
The positivity of the inner product further implies that: 18
1) aii > 0 for all i = 1, · · · , L so that Tr a > 0;
2) det a =
(
detM(~f){(1,1)}
)L−1
> 0.
Therefore, the constraint of Eq. (75) requires ~f to lie within the L-dimensional volume in ~f -space delimited by
the L − 1-dimensional ellipsoid centered at the origin and defined by the equality in Eq. (75) (φ(z(t), Q2) is
chosen real and positive for all t < t+). One can further show that this ellipsoid is circumscribed by the box
whose sides are given by the hyperplanes which are solutions to the L equations detM(fi) = 0, i = 1, · · · , L.
What this means is that the maximum and minimum values that any of the f(ti) can take inside this ellipsoid
are given by the unconstrained bounds of Eq. (28) with t = ti.
Now, suppose that we wish to find the bounds that Eq. (75) imposes on f(t1) given f(t2), · · · , f(tL). Eq. (75)
can be rewritten as
γ ≥ α〈gt1 |φf〉2 + 2β〈gt1 |φf〉 (76)
18aii 6= 0 and detM(~f)
{(1,1)} 6= 0 as long as the ti, i = 1, · · · , L are distinct.
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with
α = a11 ,
β =
L∑
i=2
a1i〈gti |φf〉 ,
and γ = J(Q2) detM(~f){(1,1)} −
L∑
i,j=2
aij〈gti |φf〉〈gtj |φf〉 . (77)
One can show that the discriminant of the quadratic inequality of Eq. (76) is
∆ = detM(~f){(1,1)} detM(~f){(2,2)} , (78)
whereM(~f){(2,2)} =M(f(t2), · · · , f(tL)). Since detM(~f){(1,1)} ≥ 0, Eq. (76) will have a solution iff (f(t2), · · · ,
f(tL)) themselves satisfy the dispersive constraint detM(f(t2), · · · , f(tL)) ≥ 0. If this is the case, we find that
Flo(t1|f(t2), · · · , f(tL)) ≤ f(t1) ≤ Fup(t1|f(t2), · · · , f(tL)) , (79)
with
Flo/up(t1|f(t2), · · · , f(tL)) =
−β − /+
√
∆
α
, (80)
since α = a11 > 0. The bounds of Eq. (31) in Section 3 correspond to those of Eqs. (79) and (80) with L = N+1
and with the replacements t1 → t and ti → ti−1, i = 2, · · · , N + 1.
Now, to impose the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2) we need to know how the bounds Flo(t|~f, x) and
Fup(t|~f, x) behave as a function of x, with ~f = (f(t1), · · · , f(tN )) fixed and x = f(tN+1). These bounds are
obtained from the condition detM(f(t), ~f , x) ≥ 0. The results of this appendix imply that the bounds Flo(t|~f, x)
and Fup(t|~f, x) exist iff detM(~f, x) ≥ 0. This in turn means that x is constrained to the interval [xlo, xup] with
xlo(up) = Flo(up)(tN+1|~f).
Furthermore, because the condition detM(f(t), ~f, x) ≥ 0 implies that (f(t), ~f , x) must lie on an N + 1-
dimensional ellipsoid, Flo(up)(t|~f, x), viewed as a function of x with t and ~f fixed, must be the lower (upper)
segment of an ellipse bisected by the line that goes through the points (xlo, Flo(t|~f, xlo)=Fup(t|~f, xlo)) and
(xup, Flo(t|~f, xup)=Fup(t|~f, xup)). Since the tangents to the ellipse at these points are vertical, Fup(t|~f, x) must
increase monotically with x from x = xlo to x = xmax where it reaches its maximum value and then decrease
monotically until x = xup beyond which it is not defined. Similarly, Flo(t|~f, x) decreases monotically with x
from x = xlo to x = xmin where it reaches its minimum value and then increases monotically until x = xup
beyond which it is not defined. 19 Moreover, one can show that Fup(t|~f, xmax) = Fup(t|~f), i.e. the bounds one
would obtain without any constraints on x = f(tN+1). Simlarly, Flo(t|~f, xmin) = Flo(t|~f).
B The Functions χT,L(Q
2) in QCD
To quantify the O (αs) corrections to the polarization function, Πµν(q), we use the results of Ref. [42, 43].
Because the mass of the b quark,mb, appears already at 1-loop order, the relative size of this leading contribution
and the O (αs) correction will depend on the renormalization scheme used for this mass. The calculations of
Ref. [42, 43] were peformed using an on-shell scheme. To test the reliability of these calculations as Q2 is
changed, we perform them in two additional schemes. Thus, the three schemes are:
19xmin and xmax may equal xlo or xup.
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1) pole:
• mb = mpoleb
• αs(µ) in MS-scheme
• µ =√Q2 +m2b
2) MS:
• mb = mb(µ) with mpoleb = mb
(
1 + αs(µ)π φ(µ)
)
and φ(µ) = ln
(
µ2
m2
b
)
+ 43
• αs(µ) in MS-scheme
• µ =√Q2 +m2b
3) euclidean (Landau gauge):
• mb = meucb (µ) with mpoleb = mb
(
1 + αs(µ)π φ(µ)
)
and φ(µ) = −µ
2+mpole
b
µ2 ln
(
µ2+mpole
b
(mpole
b
)2
)
• αs(µ) in MS-scheme
• µ =
√
Q2 + (mpoleb )
2.
µ =
√
Q2 +m2b is a natural scale for this process and, obviously, φ ≡ 0 in the pole scheme.
The non-perturbative corrections, which are due to interactions of the b and u¯ quarks with quark and gluons
condensates, can be evaluated with the standard diagrammatic techniques of Ref. [44] or with background field
methods as in Ref. [45]. Using the diagrammatic techniques, we have checked the results of Ref. [43, 45] for
condensates of dimensions 3 and 4. Combining all of these results and keeping contributions of condensates
with dimension less or equal to 4, we find (setting mu = 0)
χL(Q
2) =
1
πm2b
∫ 1
0
dx
(
m2b/x
)
ImΠpertL (x)
(1 + (Q2/m2b)x)
2
+
m¯b(1GeV)〈u¯u〉1GeV
(Q2 +m2b)
2
+
1
(Q2 +m2b)
2
〈 αs
12π
G2〉 , (81)
with
(
m2b/x
)
ImΠpertL (x) =
3m2b
8π
(1− x)2
{
1 +
4αs
3π
(
9
4
+ 2l(x) + ln (x) ln (1− x)
+
(
5
2
− x− 1
1− x
)
ln (x) +
(
x− 5
2
)
ln (1− x) + 3φ(µ) Q
2x
m2b +Q
2x
)}
, (82)
and
χT (Q
2) =
1
πm2b
∫ 1
0
dx
ImΠpertT (x)
(1 + (Q2/m2b)x)
3
−m¯b(1GeV)〈u¯u〉1GeV
(Q2 +m2b)
3
− 1
(Q2 +m2b)
3
〈 αs
12π
G2〉 , (83)
with
ImΠpertT (x) =
1
8π
(1 − x)2
{
(2 + x) +
4αs
3π
[
(2 + x)
(
13
4
+ 2l(x) + ln (x) ln (1− x) + 3
2
ln
(
x
1− x
)
−ln (1− x) − xln
(
x
1− x
)
− x
1− x ln (x)
)
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χL(Q
2)
Q2 0GeV2 −16GeV2
scheme pole MS Euclid. pole MS Euclid.
1-loop 1.3 × 10−2 1.3 × 10−2 1.3 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 2.6 × 10−2
O (αs)/1-loop 16% 17% 16% 35% 32% 12%
total pert. 1.5 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−2 2.8 × 10−2 2.8 × 10−2 2.9 × 10−2
mu〈u¯u〉/1-loop -1% -2% -2% -11% -10% -66%
〈αsG2〉/1-loop 0.03% 0.04% 0.04% 0.2% 0.2% 1.2%
total 1.5 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−2 1.4 × 10−2 2.6 × 10−2 2.6 × 10−2 1.2 × 10−2
Table 4: Perturbative and non-perturbative contributions to the subtracted polarization function χL(Q
2) at
two values of Q2.
−
(
(3 + x)(1 − x)ln
(
x
1− x
)
+
2x
(1− x)2 ln (x) + 5 + 2x+
2x
1− x
)
+
3
2
φ(µ)
2Q2x−m2b
m2b +Q
2x
]}
. (84)
In Eqs. (82) and (84), l(x) is a dilogarithm.
We have evaluated the expressions of Eqs. (81) and (83) for two values of Q2 to investigate the range of
validity of the QCD calculation. One might like to take Q2 close to the resonance region because the strength
of the bounds may increase as Q2 approaches this region as suggested by Eqs. (16), (17), (18) and (19). We
have chosen Q2 = 0, which is the value traditionally used when dealing with current correlators involving a
heavy quark, and Q2 = −16GeV2 as was suggested in Ref. [30]. For the masses, we use the results of Ref. [46]
(m¯b(m¯b) = 4.3GeV) and for the condensates:
〈u¯u〉1GeV = (−0.24GeV)3
〈αs
π
G2〉 = 0.02(1)GeV4 , (85)
where the quark condensate is taken from [14] and the gluon condensate, from [48]. Our results for the different
contributions to χL(Q
2) and χT (Q
2) are summarized in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively.
At Q2 = 0, the perturbative and non-perturbative corrections to the one-loop results for χL(Q
2) and χT (Q
2)
are under control, especially when the perturbative MS and euclidean schemes are used. Moreover, there is very
little scheme dependence in the total perturbative contribution and actual values of χL(0) and χT (0). Thus, the
QCD calculation appears to be reliable at Q2 = 0. For Q2 = −16GeV2, even though the scheme dependence
of the total perturbative contributions to χL(Q
2) and χT (Q
2) is small, the size of the O (αs) corrections are
large and it is somewhat doubtful that the perturbative series will converge. Furthermore, the quark condensate
contributions become quite large and even blow up in the euclidean scheme. So even though the values of χL(Q
2)
and χT (Q
2) are nearly equal in the pole and MS schemes, one cannot really trust the various expansions at
Q2 = −16GeV2. We therefore restrict ourselves to Q2 = 0 throughout the paper and use the MS results which
appear to be the most convergent and which give the loosest constraint on the polarization functions at Q2 = 0.
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χT (Q
2)
Q2 0GeV2 −16GeV2
scheme pole MS Euclid. pole MS Euclid.
1-loop 4.2 × 10−4 5.1 × 10−4 5.1 × 10−4 1.0 × 10−3 1.0 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−3
O (αs)/1-loop 25% 7% 6% 44% 38% -40%
total pert. 5.3 × 10−4 5.5 × 10−4 5.4 × 10−4 1.5 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−3
mu〈u¯u〉/1-loop 2% 3% 3% 33% 30% 352%
〈αsG2〉/1-loop −0.03% −0.05% −0.05% −0.6% −0.5% −6.2%
total 5.3 × 10−4 5.6 × 10−4 5.6 × 10−4 1.8 × 10−3 1.7 × 10−3 8.5 × 10−3
Table 5: Perturbative and non-perturbative contributions to the subtracted polarization function χT (Q
2) at
two values of Q2.
q2 (GeV2) f+(q2) f0(q2)
14.9 0.85± 0.20 0.46± 0.10
17.2 1.10± 0.27 0.49± 0.10
20.0 1.72± 0.50 0.56± 0.12
Table 6: Lattice results for f+(q2) and f0(q2) at three values of q2. Please see text for details on the treatment
of systematic errors.
C Lattice Parameters and Discussion of Systematic Errors
The results for the form factors f+ and f0 presented in Table 6 were obtained by the UKQCD Collaboration from
60 quenched SU(3) gauge configurations on a 243× 48 lattice at β = 6.2 [27]. The corresponding inverse lattice
spacing as determined from the string tension is a−1 = 2.73(5)GeV [49]. Heavy and light-quark propagators
were obtained using an O (a)-improved Sheikholeslami-Wohlert action [50] and O (a)-improved currents [51].
Because cutoff effects would be too large, the b-quark cannot be simulated directly. Therefore, the three-point
functions used to determine the form factors were calculated at four values of the heavy-quark mass straddling
that of the charm quark 20 and the corresponding results for f+ and f0 were extrapolated in heavy-quark mass
to mB according to Eqs. (3) and (4) allowing for linear corrections in 1/mB and including in the errors the
variations due to possible 1/m2B corrections [27]. Of the six extrapolated points in Ref. [27], we have kept only
those for which the corresponding recoil ω is completely independent of the heavy-quark mass so as to limit the
introduction of possible systematic effects. 21
To keep volume errors under control, one cannot work with arbitrarily light quarks. The strategy, then,
is to perform the calculation for several values of light-quark mass around the mass of the strange and then
extrapolate the results to the up and down. However, the limited number of light-quark mass values available
to the authors of Ref. [27] made it impossible for them to perform a reliable chiral extrapolation. Therefore,
20The corresponding hopping parameters are 0.121, 0.125, 0.129, 0.133.
21The value of f+(q2) at q2 = 20.0GeV2 was obtained from a heavy-quark mass extrapolation–identical to the one of Ref. [27]–of
the four values of f+(q2max) corresponding to the four heavy-quark masses already described. These four values of f
+(q2max) were
obtained, in turn, from a “pole/dipole” fit to the results for f+(q2) and f0(q2) at each individual heavy-quark mass value [28].
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the results presented in Table 6 were obtained with light-quark masses slightly larger than that of the strange
(κlight = 0.14144) and light-flavor symmetry is assumed for both the active and spectator light quarks.
Dependence of f+ and f0 on light spectator-quark mass should be quite small. This is corroborated by
the results of [52] for semileptonic D → K,π decays where the form factors display no statistically significant
variation as the mass of the spectator quark is changed from slightly above mstrange to zero, while holding
q2 fixed. Since it is these very same data–supplemented with results at different values of the charm quark
mass–which were used in Ref. [27] to obtain the lattice results quoted here, we expect spectator-quark flavor
symmetry to be reasonable. In fact, similar spectator-quark flavor symmetry is observed in the form factors
which govern B¯ → K∗γ decays [53] and in those which govern semileptonic B¯ → ρℓν¯ℓ decays [58] where it is
as small as 5%. We will assume here that uncertainties associated with light-spectator-quark flavor symmetry
are 10% on both form factors for all q2. We do not expect much of a q2-dependence in the corrections to
spectator-quark flavor symmetry for f+ since in a pole dominance scenario, which suits the data quite well,
the mass of the relevant pole does not depend on the spectator’s flavor. For f0, which has a less pronounced
q2-dependence, the situation should be even better.
For the values of q2 considered here (see Table 6), we also expect dependence on the active light-quark mass to
be reasonable. All recent lattice simulations of semileptonic D decays indicate that the ratio f+D→π(0)/f
+
D→K(0)
is consistent with 1 within errors. For instance, the authors of Ref. [52] find f+D→K(0)/f
+
D→π(0) = 1.09± 0.09.
Furthermore, the author of the sumrule calculation of Ref. [54] finds that active light-quark flavor symmetry at
q2 = 0 is even better for semileptonic B decays: f+D→K(0)/f
+
D→π(0) = 1.10± 0.01 versus f+B¯→K(0)/f+B¯→π(0) =
1.01 ± 0.02. And because of the kinematical constraint of Eq. (2), these conclusions also hold for f0(0). To
get a measure of the size of the uncertainties associated with assuming this flavor symmetry for fixed q2 away
from 0, we suppose pole dominance for f+(q2). Such behavior is consistent with the q2-dependence of the
lattice results as well as with our bounds. Then, assuming active-quark flavor symmetry at q2 = 0, we find
that f+
B¯→π
(q2)/f+latt(q
2) ≃ (1 − q2/m2B∗s )/(1 − q2/m2B∗) ranges from 1.04 to 1.09 for the q2 in Table 6 and for
mB∗s = 5.42GeV [2]. Thus, adding 4% to 9% errors to the uncertainty on active-quark flavor symmetry at
q2 = 0 should give a reasonable estimate of the possible errors on f+ for q2 6= 0. For f0, which has a milder
q2-dependence than that given by pole dominance, we expect that the dependence on q2 of uncertainties due to
the assumption of active-quark flavor symmetry to be mild: they should be of the same order as those on f0(0).
Now, to accomodate a possible, slight q2-dependence of these uncertainties, as well as possible deviations from
our pole parametrization for the q2-dependence of f+ and violations of light, active-quark flavor symmetry at
q2 = 0, we will assume that this symmetry holds within 10% at q2 = 0. Thus, we add in quadrature to the
uncertainties in f+, errors ranging from 14 to 19% and to those in f0, 10% errors.
The error associated with ignoring internal quark loops (i.e. quenching) is difficult to quantify. However,
quenched calculations of form factors for semileptonic D → K, K∗ decays (see [52] and references therein) give
results in agreement with world average experimental values, while quenched calculations of the differential
decay rate for semileptonic B¯ → D and B¯ → D∗ decays agree very well with experimental data [55]. This
gives us confidence that errors due to quenching for processes involving heavy-light hadrons are rather small.
Moreover, the errors due to the uncertainty in the scale discussed in the next paragraph should take some of
the uncertainties associated with quenching into account since quenching is in large part responsible for this
scale uncertainty. Nevertheless, to account for quenching errors which are not taken into account by the scale
uncertainty we add a conservative 10% error to the form factors.
In obtaining the bounds, we have assumed that the inverse lattice spacing is a−1 = 2.7GeV, as is given
by the ρ-meson mass (a−1(mρ) = 2.7(1)GeV [56]) or the string tension (a
−1(σ) = 2.73(1)GeV [49]) and in
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accordance with the choice made in [27]. Other physical quantities lead to slightly different values for the
inverse lattice spacing, typically in the range 2.5 ∼ 2.9GeV for spectral quantities [56]. This uncertainty in
the determination of the scale obviously leads to uncertainties in the lattice results. These errors should be
relatively small, here, since the form factors are dimensionless quantities. There are, however, two places where
the scale appears. The first is in expressing the heavy-light pseudoscalar masses in physical units for the heavy-
quark-mass extrapolations of the form factors. The second is in the determination of q2 in physical units, but
only in so far as the scale is used to determine the mass of the final state meson (the “pion”), since we obtain
q2 from the dimensionless quantity ω through q2 = m2B +m
2
π− 2mBmπω, using the experimental value for mB.
We have quantified these errors by using the heavy-quark-mass dependence of the form factors given in Ref. [27]
and the q2-dependences obtained in Section 7. We find that they are less than about 5% for both form factors.
Finally, there are cutoff corrections of order O (αsamQ) and O
(
(amQ)
2
)
, where mQ is the mass of the heavy
quark in the initial meson. For the heavy-quark masses and action used in Ref. [27], these lattice artefacts induce
errors in the form factors which range from 5 to 10% as indicated in the study of Ref. [55]. A systematic study
of similar effects is also given in [57]. Assuming, for simplicity, that these errors grow linearly with mQ, we have
estimated the size of the error induced in the value of the form factors at the scale of the b quark. We have
found them to be about 10%.
To summarize, the errors on the lattice results for f+ and f0 given in Table 6 are the quadratic sum of the
statistical uncertainties given in [27]; of a 10% systematic error associated with possible corrections to spectator-
quark flavor symmetry; of an error ranging from 14% to 19%, depending on q2, to account for possible deviations
from light-active-quark flavor symmetry in f+ and a corresponding 10% error in f0; of a 10% error associated
with quenching; of a 5% error to take into account uncertainties associated with the determination of the lattice
scale; and finally, of a 10% error to account for possible cutoff effects. With these systematic errors (and in
some cases even without) the lattice results of Table 6 are compatible with the very few chirally extrapolated
points of Refs. [25] and [26] within one standard deviation or less. Finally, because our errors include both
statistical and systematic uncertainties, all of the results in the present paper incorporate a full treatment of
statistical and systematic errors.
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